Virtual Assistance App

Executive Summary:

This project was about developing a “Personal Assistance” application for enhancing
customer experience using AI with real time messaging. The client for this project wanted
to develop a mobile web application that is compatible with all devices and OS platforms.
Customers of our client are offered customized versions of the application depending upon
their needs.
The responses are given to the users of the app either with the aid of the support teams of
the customers, or in their absence, using IBM Watson. The typical users are people in a
mall, stores or even a stadium where they might be looking out for parking places, eating
joints, rest rooms or things specific to that place. The app allows for location based
searches, prompting the system to know exactly which city and store the users are in
before helping them with their queries.

Technologies:
ASP.NET MVC, KnockoutJS, SignalR, IBM Watson API's, MS SQL Server

About the Client
Name: Confidential | Location: USA | Industry: Software
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Description:
The client has Super-Admin control using which it creates accounts for each of its
customers. Preferences in terms of design or any other customizations needed get handled
here.
For every account/customer that gets created, there are two primary sections:


Admin-section: It has all the features required to possess complete control over
what the app has to deliver to its end-users. For e.g. invites can be sent across to the
end-users via SMS or E-mail. Admin can keep a watch over and intervene in any
conversation taking place etc.



User-section: This is used by teams assigned by the customers to address the
queries of the app-users i.e. the end-users. In their absence, it is IBM Watson which
takes over and offers responses.

The app has features to perform user management, offer analytics, reports on messaging
usage, responses and information on a host of other areas.
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Architecture Diagram
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Screenshots:

Screen1: Super-Admin Customer Setup Screen

Screen2: Admin Dashboard
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Screen3: Invitation Screen
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